Kenn Amdahl is a practical person, who recognizes that “electrons” is just a *dummy concept*: often useful, but *not true!* Kenn is also aware that almost everyone *incorrectly* thinks that electrons are *real little things*. While Amdahl’s book is mostly a serious book on practical electronics, it also has a few marvellous comments on this! Here is one:

“The imagine yourself as a single Oklahoma Sooners fan in Lincoln, Nebraska, in the wrong bleachers at the annual Football Game and Bone Crunching ceremony. The biggest game of the year, the Grudge Match, the Hate Bowl. You are surrounded by 50,000 fans, all dressed in red, foam dribbling from their rabid lips, hate and anger in their eyes. Whose fight song are you going to sing?

“Of course there are electrons! I believe! I believe!”

Shout it out loud a few times. Then pull the covers back over your head, turn on your flashlight, and continue reading. There are no electrons. It’s not like that at all.